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ABSTRACT: This study demonstrates a biological route to program-
ming well-defined protein-inorganic interfaces with an arrayed geometry
via modular peptide tag technology. To illustrate this concept, we
designed a model multifunctional fusion protein, which simultaneously
displays a maltose-binding protein (MBP), a green fluorescence protein
(GFPuv) and an inorganic-binding peptide (AgBP2C). The fused
combinatorially selected AgBP2C tag controls and site-directs the
multifunctional fusion protein to immobilize on silver nanoparticle arrays
that are fabricated on specific domain surfaces of ferroelectric LiNbO3 via
photochemical deposition and in situ synthesis. Our combined peptide-
assisted biological and ferroelectric lithography approach offers modular
design and versatility in tailoring surface reactivity for fabrication of
nanoscale devices in environmentally benign conditions.

KEYWORDS: heterofunctional proteins, hierarchical assemblies, ferroelectric LiNbO3 substrate, photochemical deposition,
protein microarrays, biological-material interface

The ability to control hierarchical assemblies of hybrid
nanostructures and biological building blocks is essential

for a wide range of practical biotechnological and diagnostics
applications, as well as in fabrication of biomedical and
biosensing devices.1−5 One of the main challenges is the
development of novel fabrication techniques that are flexible and
low-cost but also able to precisely control layer-by-layer self-
assembly at a molecular level and thus provide control over the
biological and inorganic interfaces. The desired fabrication and
processing conditions would ideally be environmentally benign
and biologically compatible. In the past few decades, several
notable deposition methods have been developed to fabricate
multilayered molecular solid films, among these techniques are
atomic layer,6 Langmuir−Blodgett,7 and multilayer-deposition
based on the use of various polymeric materials8 and self-
assembled monolayers (SAMs).9 Although used in many
successful surface functionalization applications, these conven-
tional deposition techniques and processes may also exhibit
significant shortcomings.2−4,10 For example, the common thiol
and silane SAMs bind to either noble metals or oxides,
respectively, forming densely packed films onto a narrow range
of solid surfaces.4,9,10 A number of SAMs molecules, especially
silanes, also require complex or nonbiocompatible reaction
conditions.10,11 Additionally, the biocompability associated with

some of the SAMs components still remains in question limiting
their wide range use in biotechnological and biomedical
applications.11 In contrast, Langmuir−Blodgett films consisting
of amphiphiles, assemble without the necessity of chemical
bonding by mimicking a cell membrane.4,7 Although the
Langmuir−Blodgett technique allows control over film density
and thickness, the expensive instrumentation, long fabrication
periods, film instability, challenging optimization and transition
between materials are limiting factors for practical applications
in biotechnology.4,11

In recent years, the study of biology-based concepts that can
provide control over the assembly process and their interfaces
has interested many researchers. An alternative immobilization
and deposition technique has emerged using biocombinatorially
selected inorganic-binding peptides.11−14 These peptides bind
with high affinity to their respective materials, with dissocia-
tion constant (KD) values in the μM to nM range, while also
exhibiting desired material selectivity.11−15 Several inorganic-
binding peptides have already been shown to form densely
packed monolayers, which is an advantage in surface engineering
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and modification applications. Another unique feature of these
peptides is their relatively simple conjugation protocol with
complex proteins via site-directed genetic recombination. Our
group and others have pioneered the utility of the inorganic-
binding peptides in association with various fusion partners,
such as proteins or peptides, building heterofunctional units
for a variety of directed self-assembly applications.10,12,16−19

In previous reports, we showed that specific inorganic-binding
peptide tags provide an effective and viable strategy for versatile
and site-directed protein immobilization on flat solid
surfaces.10,11,14,20 These tags offer significant advantages
compared to less controlled immobilization techniques utilizing
nonspecific interactions of side groups such as histidine and
cysteine-tagged amino acids with metallic surfaces, e.g., gold,
silver, and nickel.21−24

In the present study, we demonstrate the efficient combination
of a bioenabled route with a unique lithographic technique25−27

resulting in protein immobilization with a programmable
interface on silver nanoparticles (AgNP) patterned on functional
ferroelectric LiNbO3 substrates. Specifically, as a material-specific
biolinker, we use a combinatorially selected silver-binding
peptide fused to a maltose-binding protein and a green fluores-
cent protein so as to produce a single-, multifunctional-protein
construct. We utilized this multifunctional protein construct in
peptide-mediated protein immobilization onto desired locations
of AgNP patterns on LiNbO3 domain surfaces. Our combined
peptide-assisted biological and ferroelectric lithography method
offers modular design and versatility in tailoring surface reactivity
for fabrication of nanoscale devices with potential impact on
diverse fields of medicine and technology.
To obtain high-affinity silver-binding peptides (AgBPs), we

screened the FliTrx bacterial surface library28 using modified
combinatorial selection procedures.29 We selected and sequenced
50 unique clones from a biocombinatorially enriched population
to determine the amino acid sequence of their randomized
peptide insertions. Additionally, we tested the binding affinities of
individual peptides using fluorescence microscopy,11,29 a semi-
quantitative technique that allowed us to identify several AgBPs
exhibiting the desired binding characteristics toward Ag when
they were displayed by bacterial cells as FliTrx fusion surface
proteins. The cell adhesion capabilities of isolated bacterial clones
displaying high-affinity (AgBP1C and AgBP2C) and low-affinity
(AgBP30) FliTrx fusion surface proteins to Ag surfaces are
demonstrated in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. As
evidenced in Figure S1, the clone expressing AgBP2C sequence
displays a very high binding affinity and material selectivity to Ag
surfaces. Furthermore, we compared the observed amino acid
composition among strong and weak binder groups with the
unpanned library and calculated the relative amino acid
abundances. We found that Asp, Cys, Lys, Gln, and Tyr were
overexpressed, and His, Gly, Trp, and Val under-expressed among
our strong binder sequences (Figure 1a). The overexpression of
Cys would be expected since the thiol group has an affinity to
metallic surfaces.30,31

Following the biopanning selection, we verified the binding
characteristics of chemically synthesized AgBP1C and AgBP2C
peptides onto an Ag surface using an established surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) technique. Raw SPR kinetic data of
tested AgBP peptides (0.66 μM) on Ag surfaces were fitted by
least-squares regression to a modified Langmuir adsorption
model reported previously by our group (Figure 1b).32 Using
the Langmuir adsorption binding model, we calculated kinetic
binding parameters, apparent binding constant (kobs) and

surface coverage following the desorption process after the
washing step. The respective adhered peptide masses after the
desorption step were calculated based on the method provided
in the literature.33 The observed kobs and adhered peptide mass
detected for both AgBP peptides at the 0.66 μM concentration
tested are within the range observed for combinatorially
selected peptides (Figure 1c).29,32,34−36 As further evidenced
in SPR sensorgrams (Figure 1b), the tested AgBP2C peptide
exhibited significant material recognition and bound preferen-
tially to the Ag surface compared to binding on the Au surface.
Specifically, at the 1.33 μM AgBP2C peptide concentration
tested, we detected only negligible peptide adhesion to Au
surface, corresponding approximately to more than a 10-fold
reduction of adhered peptide mass compared to binding to
the Ag surface. The enhanced material selectivity and high
binding affinity of chemically synthesized AgBP2C sequence
is consistent with observed specific binding behavior of
combinatorially selected clones expressing the same sequence
(see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). This finding
suggests that the AgBP2C sequence is selective to silver, an
important feature for potential future surface functionalization
schemes of our protein fusion system.
On the basis of our hypothesis and previous findings, we

predicted that the display of a specific inorganic-binding
peptide tag in the fusion protein constructs would increase the
protein affinity, as well as protein molecular organization and

Figure 1. Biocombinatorial selection and binding characterization of
AgBP peptides displayed on host. (a) Relative amino acid abundance in
strong and weak binder group selected from AgBP biopanning
experiment. (b) SPR binding sensograms fitted with Langmuir
adsorption model recorded for synthesized AgBP1C and AgBP2C
peptides on silver and gold surface. (c) Table of calculated binding
coefficients (kobs and adhered peptide mass) for AgBP1C and AgBP2C
on silver surface. The arrows indicate the start of the desorption process.
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orientation on the surface. To test this prediction, we
engineered and designed a model heterofunctional fusion
protein simultaneously displaying three different functionalities;
maltose binding protein (MBP), green fluorescent protein
(GFPuv), and Ag binding peptide (AgBP2C) domains. We
rationally selected the MBP fusion based upon ease of genetic
manipulation, as well as its high expression protein yield in
bacterial cells and easy purification. Additionally, the lack of
cysteine in the MBP component prevents the sulfide-induced
nonspecific protein interactions with metallic surface, and
eliminates various elusive issues regarding nonspecific inter-
actions. The second fusion partner, fluorescently active GFPuv
protein, was chosen to visualize the model fusion protein
immobilized on defined locations on silver surfaces. We separated
the two functional domains, the silver-binding AgBP2C tag from
the fluorescent GFPuv protein, by a flexible (SGGG) spacer,
which itself is separated from the MBP protein by several amino
acids encoded by the polylinker contained in the pMAL-c4x
expression vector (Figure 2a). In our design, the fused
combinatorially selected AgBP2C was utilized to control and
site-direct the immobilization of multifunctional fusion protein on
silver surfaces, whereas the MBP and GFP components were
utilized in the robust purification scheme for efficient protein
recovery and effective detection of surface-bound fusion protein.
The bacterial cell culture containing the heterofunctional

MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C plasmid construct (Figure 2b,c), pro-
duced heterofunctional proteins that were isolated using
strategies explained in Supporting Information, emitted fluo-
rescent light under ultraviolet radiation as a result of the
expression of heterofunctional MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C protein
(Figure 2d). The purity and molecular weight of the heterofunc-
tional MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C protein was verified using SDS−
PAGE and a single band was observed at the location
corresponding to theoretical molecular weight of the heterofunc-
tional construct, 71.903 kDa. Furthermore, as evidenced by
surface plasmon resonance, the heterofunctional MBP-GFPuv-
AgBP2C fusion protein immobilized on the silver surface with

considerably higher affinity and density compared to MBP-
GFPuv protein at the same protein concentration (0.1 μM)
tested (see Figure S4 in the Supporting Information). These
results confirmed that the heterofunctional MBP-GFPuv-
AgBP2C fusion protein conserved the desired functionalities,
fluorescence emission and silver-binding activity.
To further demonstrate the silver-binding capacity of

AgBP2C peptide tag, we fabricated protein arrays on silver
surfaces in a single reaction step by taking advantage of the
high efficiency of conventional microcontact printing (μCP).
As demonstrated in Figure 3, fluorescence microscopy data
revealed the enhanced efficiency of MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C
fusion protein compared to MBP-GFPuv alone in the
fabrication process of protein arrays. It is apparent that MBP-
GFPuv-AgBP2C proteins assemble on silver surface forming
high molecular packing density and patterning efficiency as
evidenced by bright, well-defined protein patterns (Figure 3b),
that resulted in approximately 8-fold enhancement of the
detected fluorescence emission (Figure 3c). These data suggest
that the specific AgBP2C tag present in MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C
fusion protein indeed controls and directs the immobilization
of fusion proteins on the silver surface.
We next demonstrate the protein micropatterning on spatially

distributed arrays of AgNPs by performing bioenabled immobi-
lization on photochemically produced AgNPs on LiNbO3
substrates. LiNbO3 is a widely known ferroelectric material
benefiting from large polarization (Ps) existing only along the
crystallographic c-axis (Figure 4a). Polarization orientations can
be manipulated by an external electric field (Figure 4b), which
give rise to many applications based on ferroelectric materials.37,38

Inspired by the concept that spontaneous polarization (Ps) in
ferroelectric materials has a strong effect on surface reactivity we
combined the polarization inversion with polarization-dependent
photochemical reactions and fabricated AgNPs micropatterns on
the LiNbO3 surface. Specifically, the periodically poled LiNbO3
of congruent composition, PPLN (Swing Ltd. Japan), diced in
3 × 5 mm2 with a thickness of 0.5 mm was used as the deposition

Figure 2. Construction of heterofunctional protein. (a) Schematic design of MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C fusion protein. (b) DNA fragment encoding the
fusion protein. Lane 1, O’Range Ruler 50 bp DNA ladder (Fermentas International Inc.); lane 2, control; lane 3, GFPuv-AgBP2C encoding DNA
fragment. (c) SDS-PAGE analysis of protein samples. Lane 1, molecular weight standard (Fermentas International Inc.); lane 2, induced bacterial
cells expressing MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C protein; lane 3, purified MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C. (d) Bacterial culture expressing MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C fusion
protein under (i) visible and (ii) UV light.
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substrate. Domain structures exhibiting antiparallel polarization
along their c-axis were fabricated following a photolithographic
step. Before deposition, the surface topography of PPLN
substrate was examined by atomic force microscope (AFM).
The bare substrate was observed as a flat surface by AFM
(roughness 1−3 nm) with no surface features associated with
the domain structure (Figure 4c). Domain structure was next
visualized by phase image of piezoresponse force microscope
(PFM) and a periodically poled domain pattern with 180°
domains in a width of ∼12 μm was identified (Figure 4c). The
contrast variation in the PFM phase image allows the
identification of domain polarity: dark contrast indicates “+c
domains”, whereas bright contrast corresponds to “−c domains”.
Domain specific Ag deposition can be facilitated by the strong
photovoltaic effect26,39 of the LiNbO3 crystals. Next we conduct
the photochemical deposition by placing AgNO3 aqueous
solution over the substrate surface under UV irradiation. The
AgNPs pattern fabricated by the photochemical deposition was
confirmed by non-contact AFM. Figure 4c-d shows the typical
AgNPs pattern where the particle diameter ranges from
30 to 50 nm resulting from 20 minutes of UV irradiation. An
additional advantage of using photochemically fabricated AgNP
patterned surfaces is that the Raman intensity of adsorbed
molecules can be enhanced by surface plasmonic resonance effect
of homogeneously distributed and densely packed AgNPs with
well-controlled particle size.
By taking advantage of the multifunctional modalities contained

in the designed MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C protein, we next fabricated

Figure 3. Protein microarrays on flat silver surface via microcontact
printing technique. (a) Schematics of microcontact printing. (b)
Representative fluorescence images of protein arrays fabricated by
microcontact printing of 8 μMMBP-GFPuv and MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C
proteins. (c) Respective 3D surface plots of highlighted regions from
fluorescence images generated by ImageJ imaging software shown in b.

Figure 4. (a) Crystallographic structure of LiNbO3. (b) Schematic of photochemical deposition of AgNPs. (c) (left) Topographic image of the
PPLN substrate before deposition, (middle) corresponding PFM phase image of the PPLN substrate, (right) topographic image of the same
substrate after deposition. (d) Height profile and higher-resolution topographic image illustrating the morphology of deposited AgNPs and
unmodified PPLN surface.
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protein arrays on the produced AgNPs patterns that are located
on the PPLN substrate (Figure 5a). The fluorescent microscopy
data shown in Figure 5b-c confirms the high-affinity and material-
selective self-assembly of MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C fusion proteins
onto AgNP array regions resulting in fabrication of spatially
controllable, multilayered protein arrays. In contrast MBP-GFPuv
protein did not produce comparable protein arrays and rather
resulted in random, nonspecific immobilization of MBP onto both
solid surfaces (Figure 5b).
Additionally, we employed the surface-enhanced Raman

scattering (SERS) in order to confirm the presence of MBP-
GFPuv-AgBP2C protein adsorbed on the optically active
AgNPs arrays patterned on the PPLN substrate. Figure 5d
shows the observed SERS spectra of immobilized MBP-GFPuv-
AgBP2C in comparison to its wild type MBP-GFPuv
counterpart averaged from multiple analyzed locations. The
detected SERS bands in the MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C sample
correspond to asymmetric NH3

+ bending vibration (1626 cm−1

in lysine); NH2 bending vibration (1593 and 1586 cm−1 in
glutamine); C−C stretching and C−H bending vibrations
(1517 cm−1 in tyrosine aromatic side group); asymmetric
CH3 bending vibration (1472 cm−1); imidazole group and
C−H bending vibration (1340 and 1336 cm−1 in tryptophan);
C−H bending and C−C stretching vibrations (1245 cm−1 in
tryptophan); and C−O and C−C stretching vibrations
(1240 cm−1 in tyrosine) present in the heterofunctional
protein unit.17,40 Similarly to observed fluorescence microscopy
results, MBP-GFPuv protein sample did not generate any
detectable SERS bands in these regions under identical experi-
mental condition suggesting that only a few molecules may
have been bound to the AgNP surface. The two detected peaks
at 581 and 872 nm are associated with the underlying PPLN
substrate.41 In summary, the observed SERS data confirms
the enhanced self-assembly of MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C fusion
proteins through controlled orientation onto AgNP array
regions provided by AgBP2C tag.
The described combined micropatterning procedure is

highly modular and can be extended to immobilize a variety

of other inorganic nanoentities. As shown in Figure S6 in the
Supporting Information, the well-defined patterns of streptavidin-
modified QDots immobilized on top of the AgNPs patterns of
PPLN substrate were produced via specific AgBP2C peptide tag
functionalized with biotin and biotin-streptavidin interactions.
The data suggest that AgBP2C peptide linkers can be used as
biological surface functionalization molecules exerting their
control over the interface at the molecular level.
Overall, we report a unique combination of bioenabled protein

self-assembly and ferroelectric lithography (top-down and
bottom-up) techniques for fabrication of well-organized protein
microarrays with genetically programmable design. Specifically,
we engineered a model heterofunctional protein unit containing
three structural and functional components, MBP protein,
fluorescently active GFPuv protein and highly specific AgBP2C
peptide tag selected using a FliTrx combinatorial peptide library.
The AgBP2C peptide tag serves to enhance the binding affinity
of the heterofunctional MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C protein construct
onto various silver surfaces through its exceptional molecular
recognition and self-assembly characteristics. Moreover, the
AgBP2C motif controlled and directed the fusion protein
immobilization to AgNP patterns generated by photochemical
deposition on ferroelectric LiNbO3 and in situ synthesis. The
oriented immobilization of a multifunctional fusion protein
on arrayed silver nanoparticles offers extensive opportunities to
engineer responsive biosensing platforms based on plasmonic
and photonic phenomenon. Described heterofunctional fusion
protein construct as well as the proposed modular concept can
be utilized in advanced studies that require or benefit from
directed organization of biomolecules on the surface (e.g., Raman
spectroscopy, SERS and FRET/RET techniques). In such
application, the silver-binding peptide tag can offer the material
selectivity as well as proximity and alignment control between the
desired functional biomolecule and material interfaces.
We note that the reported combined methodology is highly

modular and compatible with conventional patterning and
microfabrication techniques for production of functional
biosensing substrates. Furthermore the described combination

Figure 5. Protein array on AgNP patterned ferroelectric surface. (a) Schematics of targeted protein immobilization on AgNP pattern generated by
photochemical deposition on LiNbO3. (b) Representative fluorescence and dark field images of 20 μM MBP-GFPuv and MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C
proteins immobilized on AgNP pattern. (c) Corresponding 3D surface plots of fluorescence images generated by ImageJ imaging software. (d)
Comparison of SERS spectra taken from AgNP pattern with MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C and MBP-GFPuv protein.
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of specific bioenabled immobilization technology with func-
tional ferroelectric substrates opens a path to fabricate protein
self-assemblies with arbitrary designs for applications in tunable
catch-and-release biosensor systems. The bioenabled self-
assembly technology additionally provides improved outcomes
over the conventional synthetic techniques since the peptide-
based tags can concurrently direct, control, and enhance
protein immobilization onto defined and specific solid surfaces
in a relatively simple process while under biologically and
environmentally friendly conditions. Engineered peptides
provide promising biological routes for fabrication of inorganic
materials with programmable and well-defined biological and
inorganic interfaces.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The silver-binding peptides were selected from FliTrx bacterial
surface library (Invitrogen, USA) displaying randomized
dodecapeptides inserted into FLITRX chimera bacterial surface
flagellin protein. The binding affinities of the 50 isolated clones
were further characterized by fluorescence microscopy (FM).29

Selected silver-binding peptides (AgBP1C and AgBP2C) were
synthesized using standard Fmoc Solid-phase peptide synthesis
and purified using HLPC (Bio-Peptide Co., USA).
Recombinant E. coli strain ER2507 bacteria harboring MBP-

GFPuv and MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C plasmid constructs were
grown in LB medium. The expression of MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C
was induced by adding IPTG (isopropyl-beta-D-thiogalactopy-
ranoside) at OD600 of 0.6 to a final concentration of 0.3 mM.
The expressed protein was purified on an amylose resin column
(New England Biolabs, USA) and analyzed by 12% SDS−
PAGE. Detailed description of cloning and expression protocols
is given in the Supporting Information.
SPR measurements were performed using a four-channel

instrument (Kretschmann configuration) developed by the
Radio Engineering Institute, Czech Republic. The degassed
peptide solutions in phosphate buffer at 0.66 μM were flowed
over the Ag or Au surface and peptide adsorption kinetics were
monitored. After the surface coverage reached or neared
equilibrium, the phosphate buffer solution was flowed again
and desorption of the peptide was monitored. For data analysis
purposes, the SPR signal was calibrated in order to calculate
molecules per cm2 from the surface plasmon wavelength given by
the raw data.33 Detailed description of adhered peptide mass
calculations is provided in the Supporting Information.
MBP-GFP-AgBP2C constructs and MBP-GFPuv (8 μM) were

incubated on clean PDMS stamps for 10 min. Excess protein was
then removed and the stamps were gently dried with nitrogen.
The clean silver surfaces were placed in contact with the protein-
loaded stamps, incubated for 10 min, removed, washed with DI
water, and dried with nitrogen. The MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C fusion
protein arrays were imaged using a fluorescence microscope
(Nikon, Japan) and FITC filter (FM).
The PPLN substrate was irradiated by a 313 nm UV light for

20 min right above 10 mM AgNO3 solution at room tem-
perature using UV spot light source (Hamamatsu 5662, Japan)
equipped with a 200 W mercury−xenon lamp. After irradiation,
the substrate was rinsed in deionized water and then blown dry
with nitrogen. The PPLN substrate was irradiated with UV light
for a constant period of time to minimize the morphological
variations due to the photochemical deposition conditions
effect on the AgNP size.25,26

MBP-GFPuv-AgBP2C and MBP-GFPuv proteins (50 μM)
were drop incubated on the patterned surface for 2 h in a

humidified chamber to prevent evaporation. The protein-
patterned surface was gently washed for 1 min with DI water,
dried with nitrogen, and imaged using FM as described above.
The protein bound on the AgNPs patterned surface was
analyzed on Raman spectroscopy carried out using a Renishaw
InVia Raman spectrometer attached to a Leica DMLM upright
microscope.
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